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GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
THROUGH HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
In partnership with Global Scholars Program, University of Michigan

INTERNSHIP COMPONENTS
I. Orientation Live Session
II. Historical Thinking Module
Four focus areas with
connections made to current
issues.
III. Inquiry-based Project
Focus on issues of humanity;
working with ALPHA museum or
education staff.
IV. Project Presentation Live
Session.

OVERVIEW
ALPHA Education contributes to the overall goals of the
Global Scholars Program by offering experiential learning that
enables students to develop a critical understanding of history
and social change. They will also receive opportunities to
connect their global justice interests with their current and
future goals.
The goals of the internship program are:
Empathy, Ethical Decision-Making, and Social Engagement.
ALPHA Education fosters critical inquiry of World War II
history in Asia to promote justice, peace and reconciliation,
and to facilitate making connections to and active
engagement in contemporary social justice issues. In doing
so, ALPHA Education promotes historical thinking about the
past into current and future social praxis.

Program is conducted via Canvas, with Big Blue Button / Zoom.
Instructions to sign up for a free Canvas account will be provided.
Access to a computer and internet is required.

ALPHA Education Team
Flora Chong, Executive Director
Gen-Ling Chang, Deputy Executive Director
Nandini Narayanan, Research and Resource Associate
Charmaine Ching, Museum Project Associate

TO REGISTER: https://bit.ly/3kAKxWn
For more information contact
Dr. Nandini Narayanan
nandini.n@alphaeducation.org

ALPHA Education is a non-profit and registered charity in Canada. It promotes a critical-historical inquiry of World War II in
Asia that contributes to peace and reconciliation. Through its programs, events, and initiatives, ALPHA Education aims to
develop the values of humanity, equity, and diversity. By representing and reflecting the human side of the history in our
education work, contemporary issues such as racism, discrimination and hate, gender bias and violence, ethics and empathy,
identity and belonging are explored.

What will YOU gain from this internship?
Grasp historical complexities and perspective-taking, and enhance
global citizenship competencies
Develop critical understanding and ways of meaning-making about
historical and modern day issues
Understand the significance of World War II in Asia and its
connections to issues of war, justice, reconciliation, humanity, and
peace
Improve research skills, including vetting sources and analysis of
primary sources
Gain experience in working with a charitable organization

Overview of the Program
Historical Thinking Module

1

World War II in Asia: Overview and
Critical Perspectives

3

Revisiting the Promise of
Human Rights

2

Military Sexual Slavery: Gender
Violence and Politics of Denial

4

Historical Perspective-taking
and Research

Readings and viewing of videos related to the lesson topics will be provided for asynchronous
learning. The scheduled live sessions are discussion sessions. The Module also includes online
activities such as quizzes, peer discussions, and assignments.

Inquiry-Based Project
The inquiry-based project offers experiences working with a charitable organization. The experience
will enhance team skills, evidence-informed research, global thinking, empathy, and ethical decisionmaking.
You will
connect your social justice interests to those of ALPHA Education.
choose to identify an inquiry project, resulting in well-researched resource materials.
receive virtual coaching from museum or education staff.
contribute to ALPHA Education resource development, meeting the museum or education
strategic goals.

